SHARE YOUR VOICE
SHAPE OUR CITY
This is your city.
We welcome your input on how we maintain, grow and build Edmonton.
We believe engagement leads to better decision-making.
We are committed to reaching out to our diverse communities in thoughtful and meaningful ways.
We want to understand your perspectives and build trusting relationships with you.
We will show you how you help influence City decisions.
Share your voice with us and shape our city.

Missing Middle Infill Design Competition: Community Workshop
October 20, 2018
Project/Initiative Background
Launched in 2016, the Edmonton Infill Design Competition provides an opportunity to encourage productive
conversations about infill and help the public and development community envision what’s possible for infill
design and inspire builders and architects to create out of the box designs that enrich our city. The 2016
competition sought ideas for low-density residential infill on a hypothetical site, showing how infill could add
to the character of our mature and established neighbourhoods. The competition’s overarching goal is to
showcase improved aesthetics of the community but also how good designs can bring neighbours together.
We are at a pivotal moment in the evolution of our city. As we grow into a big city of over a million people,
and as the C
 ity Plan’s vision and Infill Roadmap 2018 moves us towards a metropolitan centre of two million,
we must contemplate the kind of urban places that are needed for us to stay prosperous, healthy and
climate resilient. A big part of this change is about increasing housing choices, particularly how we can
integrate infill in the middle density housing form range, or the ‘missing middle’, into our older
neighbourhoods.
The 2019 competition is an opportunity to test innovative new housing forms that will be integral to the
future of Edmonton. The 2019 competition will focus on demonstrating how medium-density ‘missing
middle’ housing can be both economically-feasible and well designed to work in Edmonton.
Designs will be solicited Canada-wide or internationally from multidisciplinary teams of architects and
builders/developers for medium-density ‘missing middle’ housing on a site of 5 lots currently owned by the
City of Edmonton at the northeast corner of 112 Avenue and 106 Street in the Spruce Avenue
neighbourhood. The winning team will be given the opportunity to purchase the site and build their winning
design conditional upon rezoning approval. Upon rezoning approval, the prototype will be used to inspire
innovative ‘missing middle’ infill development in other parts of the city.
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Name
Date
Location

Missing Middle Infill Design Competition: Community Workshop
October 20, 2018 (12 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.)
Spruce Avenue Community League Hall (10240 - 115 Avenue NW)

Contact
information

Jason Syvixay, Missing Middle Infill Design Competition Project Manager
10111-104 Avenue NW, Edmonton, AB, T5J 0J4
jason.syvixay@edmonton.ca
780-508-9235

Level of public
engagement

Description

The community workshop was held to refine the criteria that will be used to judge the
2019 Edmonton Missing Middle Infill Design Competition submissions. The workshop
presented an opportunity for residents to share their thoughts on local neighbourhood
context that should be taken into consideration. The workshop also invited participants
to create a “Welcome Message” from the Spruce Avenue Community to be included into
the Missing Middle Design Competition: Competition Brief.

SUMMARY
This workshop with the Spruce Avenue Community League and residents was designed to solicit their input to
help r efine the criteria that will be used to judge and evaluate Missing Middle Infill Design Competition
submissions. Additionally, it presented an opportunity to create a “Welcome Message” from the Spruce Avenue
Community League and residents, which will be included in the project’s Competition Brief.
This engagement opportunity was advertised through the Spruce Avenue Community League, in-person door
knocking, and mail-drops. In total, 12 participants took part in a 3-hour workshop, and 5 City of Edmonton staff
were present to facilitate workshop activities and to record feedback. All of these participants, except for one,
noted how the workshop was a meaningful opportunity to learn about the project and to share their insight.
There was general support for the Missing Middle Infill Design Competition, and the draft competition criteria
presented. In addition to some refinements to criteria wording, “Social Integration” was proposed as an
additional criterion. Ideas and suggestions that do not relate to the Missing Middle Infill Design Competition were
sorted as “Parking Lot Ideas”. All participants shared their thoughts on the “Welcome Message,” and by the end of
the workshop, a draft was developed.
The feedback obtained through the “Developing the Welcome Message” and “Refining the Competition Criteria”
engagement activities (see “What Was Done” section) will be incorporated into the project’s Competition Brief.
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Community Advisors, residents who will serve as liaisons between the Spruce Avenue Community
League/residents and Missing Middle Infill Design Competition project team, translated the results from this
workshop and the “What We Heard” Report into the Competition Brief. This was undertaken on November 22,
2018. The Community Advisors will provide updates to the Spruce Avenue Community League and residents as
required.

WHAT WAS DONE
Workshop Goals
●
●

Participants feel some ownership over the Missing Middle Design Competition
Participants feel that Spruce Avenue’s personality/context is reflected in the Competition Brief

Workshop Objectives
●
●
●
●

To c
 reate a community “Welcome Message”
To gather community perspectives on competition criteria, which would be used to further refine them
To inform participants about the Missing Middle Design Competition and timelines
To invite participants to apply for one of the two Community Advisor positions

Participation
The public engagement included and encouraged participation that reflects Edmonton’s diverse population by
ensuring the workshop was open to any member of the Spruce Avenue Community. The workshop venue was
determined based on its proximity to residents, and for its accessible design. Leading up to the workshop, the
project team liaised with the Spruce Avenue Community League to develop a strategy for gathering input. It was
determined, at this time, that it was a priority to engage with property owners and residents within 2-blocks
from the site, and that the project team would personally invite them to the workshop by door-knocking in
advance. Participants who were unable to attend the subsequent workshop but were interested to provide input
were given an opportunity to share input through an online form.
Promotion
The communications activities used to raise awareness of and promote the public engagement process/activities
included:
● Meetings and correspondence with the Spruce Avenue Community League and key spokespeople/staff
members
● Door-knocking and delivery of postcards to residents/homes within ~ 100 m radius of the competition site
● Delivery of postcards to Spruce Avenue Community League for further community distribution
● Use of Spruce Avenue Community League’s communication tools: e-newsletter, newsletter, social media
(including Facebook and Twitter)
● Information listed about the workshop and community engagement touchpoints on
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●
●

https://www.edmonton.ca/programs_services/recognition_awards/missing-middle-infill-public-engagemen
t.aspx
Posters and signage indicating the level of public engagement, posted throughout the workshop venue
Engagement with Rat Creek Press

Map showing the subject sites (outlined in yellow) and properties that received postcards delivered by
City of Edmonton staff (highlighted in orange).
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The following public engagements were held:
● Meetings with Spruce Avenue Community League: March 27 and September 11, 2018
○ 22 citizens participated
● Door-knocking: October 9, 2018 (4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.)
○ 35 houses (highlighted in orange) were visited, accompanied by either an in-person conversation
(if the citizen was home) or delivery of an invite postcard.
● In-person workshop: October 20, 2018
○ 12 citizens participated
Workshop Methodology
The workshop aimed to answer the following questions, utilizing a variety of facilitation and engagement
activities, led by City of Edmonton staff:
●
●
●

How would participants like their voice to be reflected in the Competition Brief? (i.e. What would they like
the applicants to know about Spruce Avenue? It could take the form of a welcome from Spruce Avenue,
they could write the community context, they could write the community criteria.)
What would they like to see prioritized in the submissions?
How do they want to stay connected to the process?

Aside from the scheduled activities, two flip-chart paper were posted in the workshop venue to capture
in-the-moment ideas: (a) Outside-the-Box Ideas; and (b) Parking Lot Ideas. “Outside the Box Ideas” were meant
to capture all sorts of innovative ideas for the project, while “Parking Lot Ideas” were described as being
suggestions for the City that may be unrelated to the Missing Middle Infill Design Competition project.
Presentation
● The project team facilitated a round of introductions, asking each participant to share with the group what
they were hoping to learn/teach, and how they envisioned their participation and input/perspectives being
utilized and incorporated.
● The project team provided an overview on the Missing Middle Infill Design Competition, background
information on the competition site, neighbourhood context, and community engagement opportunities.
● The presentation was meant to serve as an information primer, so that all participants were aware of the
project and its scope, as well as to communicate how their feedback would be used.
Developing the Welcome Message
● A tour of the neighbourhood was facilitated to provide workshop participants with a chance to reflect on
the key features and assets that make their community special. Equipped with a worksheet (See
Appendix), participants could independently record their thoughts.
● After the tour, the project team facilitated a writing exercise to draft a “Welcome Message” to competition
applicants. Given the assumption that most competition applicants will not be residents of Spruce Avenue,
and may not even be from Edmonton, the “Welcome Message” is envisioned as being an opportunity to
share intimate, valuable knowledge about the community for competition applicants.
● To get the creative juices flowing, the project team placed sentence stems at 5 tables around the room
(See Appendix). Participants had 5 minutes at each table. They could either stay at that table if they had
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●
●

more to say, or move to another one.
When the exercise was complete, the project team asked if there were any participants who would be
interested in compiling the ideas to form the collective “Welcome Message” from Spruce Avenue. One
workshop participant volunteered.
The benefit of this World Cafe type of engagement is that individuals got to see what others have written
and confirm statements they prefer.

Refining the Competition Criteria
● The criteria that participants provided their perspectives on was: (a) Design Criteria and (b) Other Criteria.
The “Base and Technical Requirements” are core requirements for eligibility to the competition and
therefore were not part of this exercise.
● This session used an Open Space Technology style of engagement. The first two rounds provided an
opportunity for participants to share their perspectives/impressions on (a) Design Criteria and (b) Other
Criteria, and the third and fourth round were for participants to identify other criteria. During each round,
participants that identified new topics, led the conversation on that topic with other workshop
participants.
● The responses from this process are recorded below, in “Engagement Results and Findings”. The
Community Advisors and design competition team will be collaborating to ensure the input from “What
We Heard” report are accurately reflected.

ENGAGEMENT RESULTS AND FINDINGS
Developing the Welcome Message
What I love about Spruce Avenue is ...
Verbatim Input

Extracted Themes

●
●
●
●
●

Mature trees, older and newer developments
All of the mature trees
Beautiful old trees on our streets
We have fruit trees in our yard
I as a resident value the green space, all the mature
trees, large lots and the fact that Spruce Avenue is
located in the heart of Edmonton

The mature trees and green
space.

●
●

Mature neighbourhood
Porches and stoops. Individual units that open directly
to the street with front yards - an opportunity to see
and interact with neighbours.
“Layers” of its history are visible in the built form

The existing built form:
single-family homes with large
yards and housing units that
open directly onto the street,
wide streets with boulevards.

●
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●
●

1940s “cottages in the park” character with smallish
houses juxtaposed with big trees and boulevards
Wide streets
It’s quiet. I like the single-family or duplex homes. They
are more quiet, friendly people. I love the trees.
Single family homes
Large backyards, ample room for a garden and trees
with single family homes or smaller duplexes
Porches
Interesting older developments

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Central
I like the location
Distance to downtown
Close to downtown
Quick access to other parts of the city
Accessible (transit, cycling, walking)
Walking to amenities in the daytime
Walkable community with a number of amenities
Access to LRT

The central location and access
to transit, cycling and walking
opportunities.

●
●

Access to healthcare services
Close to amenities: mall, institutions, NAIT, Grant
MacEwan, Norquest College and especially the
hospitals
Awesome spray park and park (great for families) and
school
Near some amenities
Northern Lights Theatre: alternative theatre,
welcoming, inclusive and diverse, key in this community

The proximity to a variety of
amenities.

Diverse population
It's a family oriented place, very quiet, that’s the way I
like it and I’d like to keep it that way!
Knowing my neighbours
Not too crowded neighbourhood

The diverse and friendly people
make this a family-oriented
neighbourhood.

●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
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I would feel proud to be the host neighbourhood of the competition and winning design if…
Verbatim Input
●
●

●

●

●
●
●
●
●

Extracted Themes

This site could demonstrate a housing type that’s brand
new for Edmonton
An opportunity to add attractive housing in the
neighbourhood other than 4plex developments on
narrow lots. Narrow lots do not allow for creativity. Five
lots can provide a site with multiple opportunities.
Extensive and distinct articulation on East and West
side elevations because site is a long rectangle; setback
on 106 street (relaxed to allow maximum number of
units for TOD); ground floor units that interact on street
so it is interactive with streetscape (e.g. ground-level
amenity); balconies on upper levels; stepped design,
podium (like a wedding cake), tiered amenity space;
vertically articulated (and horizontal)

It demonstrates new and
attractive housing types in
Edmonton with vertical and
horizontal articulation and
interactions with the street (i.e.
balconies, ground-level
amenities).

I would be proud to host the neighbourhood
competition if its winning design augments,
complements and adds value to the neighbourhood,
without taking away the natural aesthetics and beauty
of this mature neighbourhood.
If it’s single family, duplex. If the back alley is clean
(some people leave stuff out there).
It blends into the existing neighbourhood
Location of lots is good for this type of development as
it is on the edge of the community (south/east)

It considers the neighbourhood
context and adds value to the
neighbourhood.

Should this development go ahead, then let’s have a
local architect or designer from Edmonton head this
competition!
It somehow helped address social issues (e.g. crime,
homelessness) in a more effective and nuanced way
than law and order conventional approaches (e.g.
police, security). It somehow got more residents to
come out of their houses - walking, engaging, meetings,
even if only to access some service or product. It
increased our density enough to support more mixed
use (e.g. reopen some of the former corner stores or
even a grocery store nearby).

It enhances social capital and
local benefits.
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●
●

●

A unique complex that will attract a diverse group of
residents - families, students, older and younger
couples
Young demographic, want a wider choice in unit size
(could be compact), transitions (aging in place),
affordable, transit oriented style of development (TOD
style infill)
If the housing type was well suited to families

It welcomes diverse people to
the area and provides housing
for people in a variety of stages
of life.

If you could visit the competition site, you would feel/notice …
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Right now I noticed there’s a variety of lines of houses, big setbacks and colour in the landscaping even in
late October (mountain ash trees)
Ample existing green space within community so we have capacity for more density without
over-utilization of green space
I’ve lived beside the site for 20 years, I’m a neighbour
Green space, ample area to develop a multiple housing unit
How well situated it is in relation to the LRT and hospital and mall and mixed use path
How well it makes use of the site depth to transition to adjacent homes (in future)
Train noise (train itself but also chiming of the crossing)
Information about what’s proposed

Refining the Competition Criteria
Feedback (Verbatim)

Extracted Priorities

Architectural Quality
● Cheap is not cheap! It is expensive in the long term.
Material quality is important
● Architectural design should take hints of pre-1960s era
peaked roof lines, consistent front yard setbacks, room
for big trees
● Row housing - modern design
● No more than 3 storeys
● Maximum number of trees
● Winter design elements incorporate into the
development
● Exterior should demonstrate horizontal articulation
● Green roof
● Year-round type
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●
●

●
●

Materials should be
durable, high-quality.
Design should consider
pre-1960s era housing
and examples of design
in the neighbourhood.
Articulation and
transition is important.
Design should support
year-round liveability
and incorporate green
infrastructure.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Liveable space
Scale, massing effect - staggered type. East side
(step-backs)
Large tree planting - east side for visual screening
The Venetian use as an example on 110 St. example of
exterior painting/design
Architectural quality is very important
Good quality material
The development should blend into the surroundings
and not to be overmassing
Easily accessible for parking, keeping in mind that 106
St at this particular site is narrow
4-plex at 103 St and 114 Ave has been architecturally
well designed

Relationship to Context
● See large open space because of LRT
● Visually imposing from outside
● Iconic design
● Landmark
● It’s an evolving neighbourhood, so there isn’t much
character
● Signature type of design
● Define the context of the community
● Modern
● Forward looking

●

Affordability
● Adaptive living, disability, accessibility, wide doorways
to accommodate spectrum of people through flexible
design
● Make sure at least some of the new units (25% maybe)
could be afforded by the same demographics as the
folks currently renting in the homes now
● To ensure diversity of residents in neighbourhood
● Important to attract a diverse group of residents. This
should be affordable but would not want quality of
development to be jeopardized.

●
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●

●

Modern, signature
design could set new
context precedent in
the neighbourhood.
Located at the corner,
the design should be a
landmark: visible and
iconic.

Inclusive design for all
ages and abilities.
Design for current
market, while aiming to
attract new residents.

●
●

Compact, cheap include mobility issues
Inclusive design

Sustainability
● Built for the long-term
● Energy efficiency (insulation, triple paned windows,
solar)
● Garden space (veggies!)
● LEED platinum
● Geothermal heating
● Winter design and green roof
● Net zero
● Use native plants and/or those typical of Spruce Avenue
elsewhere, for landscaping
● Storm drainage is handled on site (Spruce Avenue has
flooding potential, so don’t make it worse with this
development or maybe even help it!)

●

Utilize energy-efficient,
green technologies to
ensure the design is
resilient over time.

Accessibility
● Very important - must be barrier free with adequate
amenity space - shared if separate space is not available
● Wheelchair accessibility
● Visual impairment
● Flexible design so people can move and age in place
● At least some ground-level entry units!

●

Barrier free, inclusive
design is a priority.
Design for all users, at
all stages of life.

Intergenerational Housing
● Ability for a variety of family sizes/types to live in this
place
● More units (higher density) contributes to noise,
parking congestion, bottlenecking at peak periods, loss
of quiet atmosphere
● It’s important in order to provide space for families and
also those aging out of single family homes but want to
stay in Spruce Avenue
● Combination of different sizes and forms of housing
(fewer and more bedrooms, with and without stairs,
larger or smaller unit sq. footage, etc.)

●
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●

A mix of housing unit
sizes and designs can
support a diversity of
household
compositions.

●
●
●
●
●

Aging in place
Adaptive living
Family oriented units to accommodate young families
Multi-scale size for units, to offer choice
What about noise? Students like to have parties! I’ve
been there but don’t enjoy it as a senior!

Increased Amenities
● Can help to create community/connection between
neighbours (e.g. community garden)
● Can help to encourage certain activities (e.g. space to
lock up bikes or charge EV)
● Front yard/garden space could include a small fruit tree
orchard on 106 St.?
● On site amenities
● Gathering room: a community within a community
● Community gardening can support collective
engagement
● Interactive within the community
● Interactive streetscape on ground level
● Could use private yard space to encourage positive
activity and visual interest in the alley

●

Design can serve as an
important community
amenity, a gathering
space to animate the
neighbourhood.

Winter Design
● Warm colours, access to sunlight, space for snow to be
piled
● Include landscaping that is colourful year-round
● Sun pits
● Wind breaks on the west side for outdoor amenity
space 2nd level
● Greenhouse to encourage planting for the spring could
be a community project and moved to gardens. Great
individual activity, for seniors, children, adults to come
together

●

Climate-resilient design
that enhance the
surrounding landscape,
and view of the
building.
Design that enables the
building to be a winter
destination and bring
community together.

New Criteria: Social Integration

●
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●

Design that supports
community connectivity
and safety.

●

●

●
●
●
●
●

Connection and relationship building (e.g. shared
amenity space such as gardens, courtyard design but
not a “gated community”)
Designing space so walking is encouraged, particularly
to the east. Connectivity to the rest of the
neighbourhood (integrated not isolated)
To foster community and feeling of safety (resulting
from vibrant environment)
More units (higher density) more or less may equal
stres
Accessibility may be limited (isolated site)
Parking competition
Already plentiful habitation in the area adjacent to the
Blatchford Development

Other Criteria Input
● Blatchford development already creates plenty of
opportunity for affordable housing in the area
● Duplex is okay. No to apartments. Townhouse is okay,
no more than two floors.
● No townhouse, does not match the other housing
● Development should be net zero
● Not too dense
● Shadow issues
● Natural light exposure
● More trees, flower beds
● Support and enhance existing/nearby local business
● Maintain mature trees
● Plant more trees - will create a sound barrier for the
trains and promote clean air
● I will see on five lots new buildings, not more than two
storeys
● More parking for this new residents
● More greenery
Outside-the-Box Ideas ( Verbatim)
● Sell the lots (houses) individually
● Newer (modern) single dwellings one on each lot
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●

●

General concerns
around height and form
were addressed as part
of the parameters of the
competition: 4-6 storeys
and medium-density
housing with minimum
of 15 housing units.
Many of these points
were addressed in the
criteria above.

●

●

Central zocalo with individual townhouses, preferably single family homes. This would mean people could
congregate in the square for family and/or single people to share in activities. Very important for social
interaction - not apartments! Gardens as backyards facing 106 St.
I noticed the train noise … need noise protection for new homes on the site from the train … could we
activate the alley by putting private space/courtyards towards the alley and having backyards on 106 St?

Parking Lot Questions (Verbatim)
● Higher density creates more issues for parking problems. Lower density creates fewer parking issues.
Already in our neighbourhood there are parking issues with NAIT students, hospital staff, parking in our
community. People are not using the LRT as much as the city projected. There are peak times when the
LRT is used; otherwise it is not utilized.
● The site is in a corner with access blocked on the west and south. There is already a bottleneck at 102
Street to access 111 Avenue.
● Competition - parking with hospital staff/NAIT students/visitors
● Can parking be underground?
● Mixed income type development to address balance of increased density. Market is saturated for existing
rental properties.

AS A RESULT, WHAT HAS CHANGED IN THE PROJECT?
Based on citizen input, a “Welcome Message” was developed by the participants, and further refined by the
Community Advisors. In addition, the participants’ input on the competition criteria were recorded and used by
the project team and Community Advisors to further refine their definitions/interpretations.
Welcome Message
Dear Applicants,
We are the community of Spruce Avenue, located in the heart of Edmonton. We love our area because of its
location - i it is central, close to transit, hospitals, retail, and educational institutions. We love that it’s a
family-friendly area with a diverse population, and we value our neighbourhood’s sense of history, which is
evident in the heritage architecture and mature trees.
If you take a stroll around our neighbourhood, you would notice smaller homes with porches and stoops out
front, most set far back from the street on large lots. The streets are wide and lined with big mature trees and
boulevards, and we have a lot of green space. In our ample backyards, we take pride in our fruit trees and
gardens, participating in the City’s Communities in Bloom Program. There are two schools in the centre of the
neighbourhood, and a community hall, with a playground and hockey rink beside it. We are close to three
hospitals, a shopping mall, a McDonald’s, and a major intersection. It is a quiet neighbourhood, except when the
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LRT (train) is going by and you can hear the dinging of the rail-crossing, or when there’s a big concert or summer
fireworks at the nearby Stadium or Exhibition Lands. In the evenings, you might hear the sounds of lawn
mowers, snow blowers, power tools and hammers pounding nails as neighbours work on home improvements,
and dogs barking.
We would be proud to host the winning design in our neighbourhood if it could demonstrate an innovative and
pioneering approach to development, while augmenting, complementing and adding value to our
neighbourhood without taking away any of the existing things that we love and value.
The winning design should promote and enhance our local businesses, while at the same time be family and
neighbour friendly by encouraging more residents to “come out of their houses” and connect with each other.
We would love to see a design that supports a wide variety of demographics, including people of all ages and
abilities, and economic and cultural diversity. We would be proud to embrace your design if it supported safety,
security, and pride in our community.
As you can tell, there is a lot to love about our neighbourhood. We are delighted to be included in the process of
developing the 2019 Missing Middle Infill Design Competition, and for our neighbourhood to house a prototype
for what good infill design can look like in our city. We’re eager to see what you come up with! Welcome to
Spruce Avenue - we hope you stay for a while!
Sincerely,
Spruce Avenue Community
Competition Criteria
Definition (before community input)

Definition (after community input)
*red text indicates revisions made by the Community
Advisors, who incorporated feedback received from
the community workshop

Architectural Quality
● The proposed development shall illustrate
creativity and excellence in design (e.g. quality
and durability of materials, balance between
design and functionality, attention to
architectural details, exemplify safety
standards).

Architectural Quality
● The proposed development shall illustrate
creativity and excellence in design (e.g. quality
and durability of materials, balance between
design and functionality, attention to
architectural details, exemplify safety
standards like the Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design (CPTED), visible and
unique design).
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Relationship to Context
● The proposed development shall consider and
integrate with its immediate surroundings and
broader neighbourhood context (e.g.
relationship to streetscape, compatibility with
adjacent properties, access to
amenities/services).

Relationship to Context
● The proposed development shall consider and
integrate with its immediate surroundings and
broader neighbourhood context (e.g.
relationship to streetscape, compatibility with
adjacent properties, access to
amenities/services, articulation and building
transition, consideration of pre-1960s era
housing and examples of design in the
neighbourhood (e.g. peaked roof lines) and
balance with introduction of modern design).

Affordability
● ‘Affordability’ is defined as market housing
affordability.

Affordability
● ‘Affordability’ is d
 efined as market-accessible
housing that enable current residents to
remain in the community, while aiming to
attract new residents. The aim of this criteria
is to provide a mix of housing options that
support low to medium income households
entering either rental or homeownership
markets.

Sustainability
‘Sustainability’ is defined as consideration of any of
the following: enhancement of natural systems,
energy efficiency, landscaping/drainage opportunities,
usage of environmentally-friendly building materials,
minimized impact of parking, and consideration of
sun/wind/snow/temperature variability and how
those factors will change due to climate change.

Sustainability
● ‘Sustainability’ is defined as consideration of
any of the following: enhancement of natural
systems, energy efficiency,
landscaping/drainage opportunities, usage of
environmentally-friendly building materials,
minimized impact of parking, and
consideration of sun/wind/snow/temperature
variability and how those factors will change
due to climate change, net zero, solar panels,
garden/green space)

Accessibility/Visitability:
‘Accessibility’ is defined as design that can be accessed
and enjoyed by a broad range of users, regardless of
age and ability.
● Barrier-free design approach

Accessibility/Visitability
● ‘Accessibility’ is defined as design that can be
accessed and enjoyed by a broad range of
users, regardless of age and ability: (a)
barrier-free design and/or (b) universal
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●

Universal design

design. For example, flexible design so people
can move and age-in-place.

Intergenerational Housing
‘Intergenerational Housing’ is defined as adaptable
spaces that can accommodate different users (child
friendly, aging-in-place, students, etc.) at different
stages of life.

Intergenerational Housing
● ‘Intergenerational Housing’ is defined as
adaptable spaces ( mix of housing unit sizes
and types) that can accommodate different
users (child friendly, aging-in-place, students,
etc.) at different stages of life a
 nd different
household compositions.

Increased Amenities
‘Amenities’ is defined as any of the following: green
space, courtyard space, retail/restaurants, and
streetscaping.

Amenities
● ‘Amenities’ may be, and not limited to, any of
the following: green space, courtyard space,
retail/restaurants, bike storage, fruit trees,
community gardens, public art, a
 nd
streetscaping -  public, private or semi-private.
Amenities may also support community
connectivity.

Winter Design
‘Winter Design’ is defined as projects that work
year-round, not just for summer conditions, applying
design principles like: blocking wind, maximizing
exposure to sunshine through orientation and design,
use of colour, strategic use of creative lighting, and
provision of infrastructure that supports desired
winter life.

Winter Design
● ‘Winter Design’ is defined as projects that
work year-round, not just for summer
conditions, applying design principles like:
blocking wind, maximizing exposure to
sunshine through orientation and design, use
of colour, strategic use of creative lighting, and
provision of infrastructure that supports
desired winter life. A
 review of the City of
Edmonton’s Winter Design Guidelines will be
of benefit.

Evaluation Survey
8 out of the 12 participants filled out a post-workshop evaluation survey.
These participants noted that they heard about the event through the Spruce Avenue Community League (email
notifications, e-newsletters, Facebook), emails, City of Edmonton website, and neighbourhood newsletters.
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The majority of these participants either answered ‘Strongly Agree’ or ‘Somewhat Agree’ to the following
statements:
● I feel welcome and respected in this space
● I felt safe sharing my input and that my views were heard
● I understood the purpose of the workshop
● I feel that the input that I provided will be used by the City
● I understand how my input will be used
● I felt my input was adequately captured and recorded
● I felt it was a good use of my time
● I had the information I needed in order to share my input
Only one participant answered with ‘Somewhat Disagree’ to the following statement, “I feel that the input that I
provided will be used by the City.” No participants answered with ‘Strongly Disagree’ to any of the statements.
Participants shared additional comments as follows:
● “It was a little awkward at the start, perhaps more general information sessions previous to today’s event
may have provided context for them.”
● “Good discussions. I hope ideas presented are used.”
● “I hope that there will be more community involvement when selecting development layout.”
● “Have a formal notetaker instead of stickers.”
● “More participants would have been nice.”

WHAT’S NEXT
The next step in the Missing Middle Infill Design Competition is for two Community Advisors, to assist in refining
the “Welcome Message” and evaluation criteria in the Missing Middle Design Competition: Competition Brief.
After this is undertaken, the City of Edmonton will officially launch the initiative. The Competition Brief will be
shared on the project website: e
 dmontoninfilldesign.ca.
Citizens can continue to be involved with the Missing Middle Infill Design Competition:
● Continue to share their thoughts with the selected Community Advisors
● Stay updated on the project’s advancement through the project website, project team, and the
Community Advisors
● Participate in future workshops around the winning design
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WORKSHOP PHOTOS

Participants sharing their perspectives on the draft
competition criteria

Participants and City of Edmonton staff distilling
community input into a draft “Welcome Message”

Participants considering new criteria to incorporate into
the design competition

City of Edmonton project team door knocking to invite
immediately impacted residents to the workshop
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APPENDICES
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Workshop Invite Postcard
Workshop Presentation Slides
Workshop Participant Worksheet
Welcome Message Sentence Stems
Community Criteria Open Space Technology Questions
Workshop Evaluation Form
Community Advisor Application Form
Community Advisor Terms of Reference

Thank you for participating in sharing your voice and shaping our city.
For more information on City of Edmonton public engagement, please visit
www.edmonton.ca/publicengagement
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